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ABSTRACT
Name : Devy Febrianti Ramadhania Suma
Reg. Number : 40300113063
Major : English and Literature Department 
Faculty : Adab and Humanities 
Title : Heroism of Minority People In Victoria 
Aveyard’s Red Queen
Supervisor I : H.Barsihannor
Supervisor II : Nasrum
This research is about heroism in Red Queen novel (comparative 
study). The aims of this research were to describe and to find out the 
heroism in the main character. This research used descriptive qualitative 
method and used Farley’s theory. The data were collected from Red 
Queen novel by Victoria Aveyard. In collecting data, the writer used not 
taking as the instrument. In this research, there are 13 data about Big H 
Heroism and 2 data about Small H Heroism based on Farley's theory. 13 
data cateorized as Big H Heroism and 2 data categorized as Small H 
Heroism.
Keyword : Heroism, Big Heroism, Small Heroism,  Reason of Heroism.
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Study Background 
Literature is a form of creative and productive active the socity in producing a 
work that has a sense of aesthetic value and reflects the social realities. Literature 
term used to refer to cultural phenomena that can be found in all societies even 
though social, economic, and religious existence is not an universal 
phenomenon.(Soeratno,2003:9). Literature is an activity of expressing feelings, 
thoughts, ideas, spirit, beliefs, and other expression that use language as the basic 
element. Literature is a way of communication which is very important in our social 
life. (Nurgiyantoro, 2002:12) 
Another explains about literature that literature helps us to identify and examine 
fragments of experience and literature helps us to see essential meaning and unity of 
life. It will be guidance for children  to know more things in the world. More than 
anything else, children are curious about what they learn about; they have a different 
opinion about something what they see. But sometimes they are very bored with they 
read. (Lukens,2003:6) 
Literature is an imaginative work of an author who uses the language written or 
spoken as medium containing the meaning, the message, the teaching and imaginative 
portrayal of the life in human behavior. In Bartholomew (1989 :371) says, that novel 
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becomes inseparable for the human’s life. Novel is fiction of prose narrative of 
considerable length and complexity, portraying characters and persenting a sequential 
organization of action and scene. Also Danziger (1973:17) statement said, “Novel is a 
piece of literature with attempt to describe the universe we live in roomates and tries 
to give a specific impression of the universe. It has a special value, for we can learn 
so much from it. Often it presents something that we can see in everyday life, so we 
can learn about the world we live in as well. 
From definition above, its mean that story in the novel is not separate from life in 
human behavior within society, which we can learn to much about human life in the 
world as well and novel is a fictional story or literary works has created by some 
aspect with structure like plot, character, theme, and setting which all of aspect 
connective between one to another aspects to set up the story in the novel, the 
elements in the novel as the chronicles to form the novel story. As Stanton (1965: 22) 
says, there are some elements serves as imaginative chronicle of a story, those are: 
character,plot, and setting are the facts of the story, and also Wellek and Waren (1970 
:95)  says, novel is a mirror of the society. It always shows the situation of the society 
at the time. Novel to most time can reflect social life. It is on expression of society. 
The word novel derives from the Italian word novella, which means a new story 
or a new thing. A number of critics have defined the word novel in different way. 
Dr.Tillyard defines novel as “a novel is a not too unorganized,fictitious narrative in 
prose of at least,say 20,000 words. W.E Williams defines it as “a long narrative in 
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prose detailing the actions of fictitious people”. In simple words, we can easily define 
the novel as a long an extensive and an illustrated account of series of events that 
happened right through the life of a character. It is an in-depth and all-inclusive 
authobiography of a character in the novel.Whatever may be the meaning of the 
novel, it is apparent that novel is a picture-perfect image of the time of the writer. It is 
much the same as a mirror, which reflects the patters, eccentricities and attributes of 
the contemporary age with the true colours. 
(https://hubpages.com/literature/Definition-Elements-of-a-Novel) 
 Sumardjo (1998: 29) says that “novel is a story with the prose form in long 
shape, this long shape means the story including the complex plot, many character 
and various setting”. 
 From explanation above, it can be said that novel is a factional story has 
created in some element to set up a story like characters is one element,who serves 
the role to do act which describe some event such as conflict, war, social gap, a 
depression of the wealth and the poor, failure in life, romantic and tragic love ad 
hatred between two people. Indeed, it concerns too many things related to human’s 
life. For it has petrified us to know more problem surrounding human distress. 
Related to the conflict in character. 
Novel can be described in the following ways, such as a work of the 
imagination, novel is a work of fiction. Fiction m 
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eans story or something made up, but is not made up of actual events, 
happenings or people. The plot of a novel is made up of events that are woven 
together in a deliberate pattern. Novel imitates real life, that happenings in a novel 
mimic real life. Novel containts a point of interest or a twist, novel is usually 
interesting in a way that readers want to continue to read it. An unsual event may 
happen that is totally unexpected.The twist is something that happens to save the day, 
or it can be something that happens that is outside of human imagination or that you 
would not expect to see happen in normal life. However, this unusual happenings are 
written in a way that makes them totally believable. There are good and bad 
characters, characters can be good people or bad people. The good ones are 
remembered in terms of the good they do, their archievments or sacrifices. The bad 
ones are usually extraordinarily evil and are remembered for the terrible things they 
do.Novel as the complex text and visual codes which are arranged to produce the 
special meaning such idea, belief and value of the novel writer and for expressing the 
ideology, history, social critic etc,has some genre for expressing those meanings. 
Such the action genre, although the genre of the novel was the action, but some writer 
also combine it with another genre, such the action combined by the romance, 
history, social critic, fantasy, heroic and etc. It is seen in some novels, like hunger 
games , the da vinci code, red queen and many others. In this paper the writer 
analyzesRed Queen novel. 
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Surah Al – Anfal :65 
 
 
O prophet, urge the believers to battle. If there are ampng you 
twenty(who are) steadfast, they will overcome two hundred. And if 
there are among you one hundred (who are) steadfast, they will 
overcomea thousand of those who have disbelieved because they 
are people who do not understand. 
 
This verse explain us to fight for the truth and as we all know that the prinple 
of the heroism always upholding. 
According to Becker and Eagly (Cherry, 2012:1), heroism consists of actions 
undertaken to help others, despite the possibility that they may result in the helper’s 
death or injury. 
Red Queen is a young adult fantasy novel by Victoria Aveyard. It is the object 
of this graduating paper. This novel tells about  how seventeen year old Mare 
Barrow’s discovery that she, a peasant-born Red, has the special powers of the elite 
ruling Silvers and changes the course of her country’s future. When  the novel begins, 
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Mare is a lowly peasant pickpocket of the Red-blooded class in the country of Norta. 
The Reds carry out most of the dirty work of the world, ruled over by elite Silver-
blooded humans with special powers and ability. Mare hates the Silvers. Mare and 
her family, like most Reds, barely manage to scrape by. Her three brothers are off at 
war. Her sister Gisa is apprenticed to a seamstress and is the primary source of 
income for the family. Mare assists with money earned from pick pocketed items. Her 
father is a heavily-disabled war veteran. Mare’s best friend, Kilorn, is nearing the age 
of conscription when he must go off to fight. This breaks Mare’s heart. Mare, herself 
having been arrested numerous times for petty crimes, knows her fate will soon be the 
frontlines as well. She decides to meet with Will Whistle, a member of the 
underground black market to see if he can offer 
help.(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_(novel)) 
Red Queen novel is more interesting to be analyzed because of some reasons, 
such when reading this novel, people just imagine and create their own visual image, 
it is different from watching movie, people do not need to create or imagine the visual 
image of the scene, because it is already created by director of the film itself. It is 
appropriate with the statement of Metz which was quoted by Jensen in her article said 
that in literature or novel people can imagine, create their own visual image. 
(http://www.aber.uc.uk/mediaStudents/rbj0001.html) 
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1. Research Questions 
Based on what is explained above, the writerformulates two words question: 
1. How is the heroism represented by Mare Barrow ? 
2. Why does  Mare Barrow becomea hero in this community ? 
 
2. Research Objective 
Based on the question above, objective of this research are: 
1. To analyze how the main character the heroism people is represented by 
Mare Barrow 
2. To analyze the reasons of the main character Mare Barrow why become a 
hero in this community 
 
3. Significance of Research 
Practically, this research is significant for the academic to add the knowledge and 
reference about the hero and the symbol of hero for the reseacher and the reader. 
Theoritically this research is important for the discourse analysis development for the 
research it self. 
4. Research Scope 
The writer focused on the main character Red Queen  novel especially Mare 
Barrow .  The writer analyzes the main character Mare Barrow  in the novel that will 
as the red queen. The novel is also used to analyze data. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In chapter two, the writer presents four major sub-chapters which are relevant to 
the topic of this research. 
A. Previous Findings 
The writer finds there are some previous findings which related and relevant 
with this research, as follows: 
Nikmah (2014) in her article The Representation of Heroine’s Myth by katniss 
in Hunger Game Movie. She focuses on how Katniss character can be fitted in Heroin 
myth’s.  For the result, the first analysis explains that Katniss can be fitted as the 
heroine’s myth since she follows tha stage of hero’s adventure. The second analysis 
that through her physical appearance, Katniss showed the symbol of heroine. The 
writer used a qualitative research method.s 
Nishi(2005) in his article A Study of Heroism: A Character Analysis of 
Samurai and Cowboys tried to compare about heroic figure or heroic type in Japanese 
and American culture in Shichinin no Samurai and The Magnificent Seven movies by 
using fim analysis approach. He analyzed that every culture has heroic figures or 
heroic character types that represent its cultural values. He found the main difference 
in these two films in terms of the heroism, or the cultural values, is that Sichinin no 
Samurai tried to show the ideal image of the samurai warriors according to the ideas 
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of bushido, and it slects the contents of the bushido coeds which would be acceoted in 
the time of its first release.  
Mardan(2015) , Heroism in The Script’s Superheoes and NOAH’s HERO. She 
focused on comparing the kinds of heroism and heroism meaning of two songs which 
is released in different countries. The writer focused on comparing the kinds of 
heroism and heroism meaning of two songs which is released in different countries. 
Sidrayani (2005) in her rhesis Heroic Values in Ridley Scott’s movie 
“Kingdom of Heaven” described about the struggle of knights to protect the helpless, 
safeguard and peace, and work toward harmony between religions and cultures in 
Jerusalem. She analyzed the heroic values in this movie by using structualism 
approach and Guenward theory. She found nine heroic values reflected in some 
attributes pf hero. The attributes are power, conscience, sense of responsibility to 
others, wisdom, courage, determination, or the will to succeed, free will, vulnerability 
or limitation, culturally determined. 
Based on the thesis above, it can be included that the similarities with this 
research is theme. Those are talking about heroism. The differences from those 
previous thesis are objects and the theories used.  In Nishi article used film analysis 
approach and historical background to analyze a character of Samurai and Coboys 
and compared heroic figure or heroic types in Shinchin no Samurai and The 
Magnificent Seven movie. Irma Suryani Madani’s thesis , she focused on comparing 
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the kinds of heroism and heroism meaning of two sings which is released in different 
countries. 
B. Pertinent Ideas 
1. Heroism 
a. Definition of heroism 
The word hero is commonly applied to many different types of people 
performing wildly varying acts. For instance, extraordinary acts of physical strength 
and courage, such as saving a stranger from a burning house or standing up to an 
armed assailant, are feats we would typically label heroic. Physical courage is not the 
only component of heroism, however. Those who exhibit moral courage, such as 
people who put their own lives or reputations at stake to do or say what is right, rather 
than what is merely popular, are also called heroes. Heroes can also be those close 
friends or loved ones whom we admire and treat as role models, calling such a person 
“my hero.” We routinely use the term for our popular and talented sports figures as 
well, whether or not their behavior off the playing field can be considered 
heroic.(https://literacle.com/literary-heroism) 
We even use it to refer to people who are inspirations to others, inspirations 
that do not necessarily hinge on physical strength or moral superiority. With all of 
these varied uses, clearly explaining the allure of heroism as a literary theme is 
difficult. Compounding that difficulty is the fact that in literary studies, the term hero 
is used to refer to the central character of a work. John Dryden first used the term this 
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way in 1697, and it is still commonly accepted as a synonym for protagonist, even 
when the protagonist does nothing particularly heroic. We have long used the word 
heroic to refer to acts that are special or extraordinary. The exploits of professional 
athletes, the life-saving missions of soldiers and firefighters, the bravery of 
whistleblowers, and even the lives of fictional characters in our most cherished works 
of literature seem, in our minds, to certify them as “heroes.” Getting at the heart of 
what qualifies behavior as heroic may explain why Dryden’s arguable misuse of the 
term has had such staying power. The word hero is of Greek origin, and in Greek 
mythology it referred to those who were favored by the gods or had “godlike  
qualities. The Oxford English Dictionary describes heroes as “men of super human 
strength, courage, or ability.” The emphasis here is on super, an adjective that 
suggests heroism goes beyond what human beings are expected to do. 
In addition, according to Zimbardo (2011), the key to heroism is a concern for 
other people in need a concern to defend a moral cause, knowing there is a personal 
risk, done without expectation of reward. Then according to Becker and Eagly in 
Cherry (2012), heroism consists of actions undertaken to help others, despite the 
possibility that they may result in the helper’s death or injury. 
In this paragraph the writer will give some reasons why people want to be 
heroes 
a. People want to help others around them 
b. People want to fight over criminality in the world 
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c. To maintain justice to all people 
d. To give advantages and benefits to other people 
There are some reasons why people need a heroes. These reasons tap into 
basic human needs for survival, nurturance, growth, education, safety, security, 
healing, happiness, health, hope, wisdom, and justice. None of us can meet these 
important needs without significant help from others. We certainly hope and strongly 
suspect that as long as humans have these needs, we’ll have extraordinary people 
whom we call heroes willing to step up to help us. 
b. Kinds of Heroism 
According to Farley in Cherry (2012:1), heroism is that involve a risk of personal 
harm; risk-taking behavior and generosity. People who irsk their lives in the service 
of another are naturally more likely to take greater risks and they also posses a great 
deal of compassion, kindness, empathy and altruism. Farley made a distinction 
between what he call “big H heroism” and “small h heroism:. 
1) Big H heroism 
Big H heroism involves significant risk. Which could include death, injury, 
imprisonment or other serious or significant consequences. 
Focus on Big H heroism, Farley (2012:1) believes there are at least three 
broad categories of that : 1) Situational Heroism, 2) Life-Long Heroism, 3) 
Professional 
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Situational Heroism is where a Big H Heroic act is done by an individual who 
may never show such extreme behavior in the past and may possibly never show it 
again, depending on whether he/she survives and on the situations that might arise in 
the future. 
Life-Long Heroism is clearer I its course and characteristics. The type of this 
heroism has long effect for the human life. M.L. King, Jr., and Ghandi are examples 
of this type, each of whom pursued strong positions on profound and controversial 
social issues and ideals, wherer the stakes were high and they with their lives.  
Professional or 911 (emergency call#) heroes are those for whom heroism is 
often a part of the job description, the career (link is external) they have chosen, such 
as firefighters, polices, military, EMT. 
2) Small h heroism 
Small h heroism on the other hand, is everyday heroism, helping others, doing 
good, showing kindness, etc. Where serious harm or major consequences are not 
usually a result. 
Small h heroism has much lower risk or perhaps almost no risk at all (e.g., 
helping loved ones or friends in major dedicated ways year after yer, standing up to 
someone bullying your friend or even yourself, donating time and resources to others, 
altruism and generosity, everyday acts of generosity and helping). (Farley, 2012:1) 
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3) Heroic Values 
Heroes are people who transform compassion (a personal virtue) into heroic 
action (a civi virtue). In doing so, they put their best selves forward in service to 
humanity. Heroes should not a super hero. It means even ordinary people can be 
called hero if the have some of heroic values. 
Mark Guenward (2005) stated that every good hero (super and otherwise) 
should have a greater degree tan ordinary joy. Hero should have what the ordinary 
person does not have. It will make hero different from the other. So, he classified 
onto nine major heroic values. They are: 
a) Power 
Without power the capacity to do something, a person would be 
unable to carry out the heroic decision he made and no one would know any 
heroism almost happened. For example : one of American superhero, Hulk. 
He has strong muscle so he can break something hard. 
b) Conscience 
Conscience is inner sense that lets one know what is right and what is 
right and what is wrong, without conscience to guide a person’s actions, he 
will not able to use his power heroically in manner that accomplishes good. 
For example: people know the criminilaity that happened in some place 
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c) Sense of responsibility to other 
If a person has power and conscience, he will mexercise his power in 
such a way as to not let harm befall others. But that does not mean he will 
go out of his way to do anything that will benefit anyone lese. For example: 
people see a child sink in the river and help him quickly. 
d) Wisdom 
Without wisdom, knowledge, and intelligence, one’s sense of 
responsibility will not do much good. For example: if the people get some 
trouble, a hero tries to make them sure that he will. 
e) Courage 
Having power, conscience, responsibility, and wisdom, will not do 
anyone any good if you do not have the guts to put your own but on the line 
and use them. For example : Basarnas who wants to evacuation the society 
in Merapi Mountain. 
f) Determination 
Determination is the will to succeed. There is seriousness to get a goal 
whatever will be happened. For example : spiderman has mission to 
defeated Venom who try to smash New York city. 
g) Free will 
If you have all the previous attribute of a hero but the choice to use 
them is not one you made but was something forced upon you, you are not a 
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hero. For example: someone knows how to swim but he does not want to 
help the child who sinks in the river. 
h) Vulnerabulities or limititaions 
If you have absolute power- the power to do anything- doing good, 
takes no courage or determination two of previous major attributes. 
Futhermore, the decision you make to do good is of little instructional value 
to anyone lese, since your power level is so far beyond normal experience 
and reliability. But if a hero has certain limitations that he must transcend to 
perform heroic acts that are inspirational. Heroes embody human ideals if a 
hero’s power makes him too far removed from humanity, he has no heroic 
for human bein. For example: there is a people see a woman get an accident 
but he does not help her becaues he is in hurry to go the office and he see 
there are many people around the accident. 
i) Culturally determined 
Different human cultures prize different virtues and their heroes would 
embody these traits. Unlike the other eight more universsal heroic traits, this 
ninth attribute is flexible. For example: Si Pitung from Betawi culture. 
Attributes of hero which explained above are important thing that 
shoud heroes have in their selves to help the other people. But it is just 
some of heroic values generally. Another explanation about heroic values 
comes from Tmcalder in Abdullah (2012:12). There are twelve of heroic 
values, the lists of heroic values are: 
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1. Bravery 
Bravery is defined as facing something without fear. It is one of the 
most characteristic of  a hero. A hero should have this one because they 
cannot do something for other people if they are afraid of. Bravery is as a 
quality of those people who act with courage, effort, vigor, strength, daring 
and bodness. It is one of the most characteristic of a hero. A hero should have 
this one because they cannot do something for other people if they are afraid 
of. For example: a hero fights three or or more crook without fear. 
2. Determination 
Determination is seriousness in wanting to do something succesfully. 
It really needs for a hero to get what he wants. According to Kurtus (2013), 
Determinatin is a character trait where you are intent on achieving a goal. 
Being too determined to achieve a goal may be obsessiveness or unable to see 
the difficulties. After you make a firm decisiom to proceed on a task or goal, 
you may run into roadblocks and obstacles. If you have learned the rule that 
you should be determined to achieve that goal, you will focus your energy 
amd efforts to stick with until the job is done. However, if you are not 
determined, you will often give up and often not get things done. If you are 
dtermined to archieve a worthwhile goal, you will reap the rewards. It really 
needs for a hero to get what he wants. For example, a hero has mission to 
regain what the colonial get from the poor people. 
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3. Wisdom 
Wisdom is the quality of being wise, wise thought, saying,etc. It 
should by a hero to reach their purpose. Wisdom is the ability to think and act 
using knowledge, experience, understanding, common sense, and insight. 
Wisdom has been regarded as one of four cardinal virtues; and as a virtue, it is 
a habit or disposition to perform the action with the highest degree of 
adequacy under any given circumstance. This implies a possesion of 
knowledge or the seeking there of to apply it to the given circumtance. This 
involves an understanding of people, objects, events, situations, and the 
willingness as well as the ability to apply perception, judgment, and action in 
keepng with understanding of what is the optimal course of action. It often 
requires control of one’s emotional reactions (the “passions”) so that the 
universal principle of reason prevails to determine one’s action. In short, 
wisdom is a deposition to find the truth coupled with an optimum judgment as 
to what actions shold be taken to deliver correct outcome. For example, if the 
people get some trouble, a hero tries to make them sure that will help them. 
4. Self-sacrifice 
Self-sacrifice is losing or giving up something valuabe for a good 
purpose. Most of the hero has this character. The interests of the Self-
Sacrifing (Kelly, 2014:1) serving others, giving to others, letting your needs 
wait until others are well served, being selfless and magnanimous, being a 
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saint, being a good citizen. For example, time. If there is a child get accident 
on the way, the hero will help him even he also has an important thing to do. 
5. Steadfastness 
Steadfastness is suffering without complaining. A heroi should be 
steadfast to fast his life that full of struggle. For example, a hero wants to 
regain waht he thinks right even he will some obstacle. 
6. Reliability 
Reliability is ability of someone to do something well. It is the 
characteristic of hero. A hero should more capable than others in every act or 
face something difficult so he really needs in solving the problems and doing 
something well. According to Shuttleworth(2009:1) in normal language, we 
use the word reliable to mean that something is dependable and that it will 
give the same outcome every time. We might talk of a football player as 
reliable, meaning that he gives a good performance game after game. In this 
case, the word reliable usually means” dependable” or “trustworthy”. For 
example, a hero knows how to fight well. 
7. Hard work 
Hard wordk is to do something with great effort. A hero should do 
hard work by using physic and mind to reach the success. Hard work is 
required to obtain goals in life. The goals can be the extravagant, like being a 
movie star, to the more commonplace, earning your college degree.this range 
of goals would be impossible to acquire without constant dedication and the 
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willingness to puth in a lot of hard work. The goals worth obtaining are rare 
because few people are willimg to undertake them die to the work required. 
For example, a hero wants to help people who trapped in burning buildig and 
looking for idea avoids the fire. 
8. Dedication 
Dedication is loyalty and commitment to interest of your life or for 
other person. The hero is the man dedicated to the creation or defense of 
reality conforming, life-promoting values. For example, the police try to 
looking for a mother’s lost child. 
9. Conscience 
Conscience is inner sense that lets one know what is right and what is 
wrong. Without conscience to guide a person action, the people will not able 
to use its power heroically. In manner that accomplishes good. Conscience is 
our lived knowldegeof good and evil, our judgment about how we should act, 
and aour commitment to do so. A moral faculty or feeling prompting us to see 
that certain actions are morally right or wrong. For example, people know 
criminilaty that happened in some place. 
10. Courage 
Courage is the mental or moral strength to venture, persevere, and 
with stand danger, fear difficult. It involves firmness of mind and will in the 
face of danger or extreme difficulty. According to Miller (2005:10) courage 
distinguish mainly between two types of courage: physical courage and moral 
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courage. These two types of courage can be shown to correspond to two 
different types of fear that are faced: physical harm or death, and “loss of 
moral integrity or authenticity, or social disapproval” respectively. Physical 
courage is most reflective of the original setting of courage deeds in battle but 
today’s physical courage has been expanded to extend beyond the battelfield 
and into everyday actions. Physccal courage is often attributed to athletes, 
firefighters and police officers, as well as soldiers when physcial act is 
performed. Moral courage on the other hand is attributed to individuals who 
take moral stands, such as Martin Luther King, Jr. For example, people who 
wants to evacuation the society in Merapi mountain, 
11. Responsibility 
Responsibility is a duty or obligation to satisfactorily perform or 
complete a task (assigned by someone, or created by one’s own promise or 
circumtances) that one must fulfill, and which has a consequent penalty for 
failure. For example, an army has responsibility to protect the country 
12. Life giving 
Life giving is giving or having power to give life and spirit. A good 
hero provides his life for other. For example, a knights with the enemy to 
protect the oldwoman. 
Based on theroies above, the writer is interested in using Farley’s 
theory to analyze the kinds of heroism. 
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2. Character and Charaterization 
Character is one of the important things in literary work. 
Characters refer to person in work of fiction and characteristics of person in work 
fiction. Character appears in literary work to make the work look more real. As 
Robert stated (1993:20) character is the person presented in dramatics of narrative 
work that are interpreteary  by reader as being endowed with the moral and 
dispostional qualities that are expressed in what they say and what they do in action. 
Character in literary work devided in two kind, character as main character 
and character who act as supporter. In literary work not only there is one character, 
but it need some character to make work more real. As Resmini (2007: 12) there are 
two kinds of character in the story. There are main character and minor character. 
Main character is a character who plays an important role of character who I often 
focused on and give some comments by the author. Minor character is a character 
who function as a supporting character, plays additional role and give support to the 
main character. 
Characterization is the way used to make and appear characters in literary 
work. The difference between character and characterization is that a character is a 
person, an animal, or an imaginary creature that takes part in the action of a literary 
work and characterization is all the techniquea a writer uses to create and develop a 
character. As Richard Gill’s Mastering English Literature (1985 :127) a character is a 
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person in literary work. Characterization is the way in which a character is a product 
of characterization. 
3. Red Queen Novel 
Red Queen is a young adult fantasy novel written by American Victoria 
Aveyard. It was her first series and her first novel. It was published in February 2015. 
Its sequel is Glass Sword . Red Queen novel won the 2015 Goodreads Choice Award 
for Debut Goodreads Author and was nominated for the 2015 Goodreads Choice 
Award for Young Adult Fantasy & Science Fiction. 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_Queen_(novel)) 
Red Queen has a lot of familiar, even nearly cliche, plot elements. It takes 
place in a country geographically similar to the north-eastern United States, but 
socially it is very different. People are divided into “reds” and “silvers”. Silvers are 
elites, they have impressive supernatural powers and silver blood. Some can control 
plants or animals, some can manipulate fire, metal, or water, some are superhuman in 
strength, speed or toughness, others can even read and control minds. Their 
fantastical abilities are showcased in arena fights, to remind the peasent-class “reds”, 
who lack these abilities, of theis lowliness. Reds, wtih red blood and no powers, are 
seen as inferior, insignificant, and not special. 
Until Mare Barrow. Mare was originally a teenage girl living in a village 
called the Stilts (so named because the houses are all on stilts to prevent flooding 
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damage from the nearby river) who makes a living by pick-pocketing merchants. She 
envies her sister, who can make beautiful embroidery, and such will be valued by the 
silvers and able afford a better life than the one Mare has had live so far. 
(https://letterpile.com/books/Book-Review-Red-Queen-by-Victoria-Aveyard) 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Method 
This chapter explains about how to use the methodology of this research. There 
are five parts that include in this chapter; Method of the research, source of data, 
instrument of the research, procedures of collecting data, and technique of data 
analysis. 
1. Research Method 
The method that used in this research is descriptive qualitative method. 
Descriptive  qualitative research is a method which is allowed greater spontaneity and 
adaptation of the interactation between reseacher and the study participant 
(Mack,2005:4). This method can also be described as the method as gathering data, in 
which the reseacher does not do any observation or interview to collect the data, but 
only gather the data from some referential books, website, and other data sources. 
2. Source of Data 
Adedokun (2003: 57) states that the term data refers to any fact, observation 
or facts relating to the subject of the study. The writer has two data sources. There are 
primary data and secondary data. The primary data of this research is the Red Queen 
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novel. And the second data used in this research are taken from some books and 
internet that is related to the topic of the research. 
3. Research Instrument 
In collecting data in this research, the writer applied note-taking. Note-taking 
according to Tierney, Readance, and Dishner (1990:307), is an instrument in which 
the data is taken by writing important things by using paper and pen/pencil. 
4. Techniques of Data Collection 
In collecting, the writer applied seveeral procedures as follows: 
a. The writer read the novel carefully 
b. The writerwroteidentified the data in novel 
c. The writer wrote down the data to piece of paper 
d. The writer classified the data based on theory 
5. Techniques of Data Analysis 
In analyzing the data, the writerused Farley’s theory about kinds of heroism. 
The writer analyzed the journey of hero. They are departure, initation, and return. 
And second, the writer also analyzed why Mare Barrow becomes a hero. 
In addition, the writer collects the data from novel. After that, the data 
analyzed according to the theory. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 There are two section in this chapter, namely findings and discussion. In the 
findings section, the writer presented all the data that have been found in Red Queen 
Novel. The writer discussed about the kinds and reason of heroism occured by the 
main character in Red Queen novel. 
A. Findings 
After reading the novel, the writer focused on two problem statements. They 
are kinds and reason of heroism occured. 
In this research, the writer presented the data analysis based on Farley theory 
about kinds of heroism and the reason Mare Barrow to become a hero. 
1. Kinds of Heroism 
A. Big H Heroism. 
Datum 1, Page 35, Line 11 
“I’ve found a way to get him out of here, to save him from the war, but 
I need ur help to do it. It hurts to say it, but somehow the words pass my 
lips.” 
Datum 2, Page 85, Line 13 
” Your father was Ethan Titanos, general of the Iron Legion, killed 
when you were an infant. A soldier , a Red man, took you for his own and 
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raised you in the dirt, never telling you your true parentage. You grew up 
believing you were nothing, and now, thanks to chance, you are made 
whole again. You are silver, a lady of a lost High House, a noble with 
great power and one day, a princess of Norta” 
Datum 3, Page 88, Line 15 
” I want my brothers brought home from the war.” For once, I feel 
like I’ve said something right. “And my friend, Kilorn Warren. Dont let 
the legions take hime either” 
Datum 4, Page 90, Line 19 
“How long will this last?Betrothed to a prince. Even in my head, it 
sounds crazy. Because it is. No silver in their right mind would marry you, 
let alone a prince of Norta. Not to calm rebellion, not to hide your 
identity, not for anything. 
Datum 5, Page 128, Line 7 
“ They want to use me to stop a rebellion. Somehow” 
Datum 6, Page 129, Line 1 
“the Silvers have walked the esrth as living gods and Reds have been 
slaves at their feet, until you. If that isn’t change, I don’t know what is.” 
Datum 7, Page 155, Line 22 
“the Scarlet  Guard’s-it’s yours. Until the very end. And not to avenge 
your brother ubt to avenge us all. To fight for the ones before, and to save 
the ones yet to come.” 
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Datum 8, Page 179, Line 10 
“ I made the choice for you, to keep you safe.” 
Datum 9, Page 229, Line 22 
“ when he turns on Kilorn, murder in his heart, I snap. Sparks blaze to 
life in my skin. When my hand closes around Ptolmus’s muscled neck, I let 
the sparks go. They shock into him, lightning dancing through his veins, 
he seizes under my touch. The metal of his uniform vibrates and smokes, 
almost cooking him aluve. And then he drops to the concrete floor, his 
body still shaking with sparks.” 
Datum 10, Page 235, Line 11 
“ it doesn’t take long for Julian to figure out a plan. All we need is a 
magnetron and some blind cameras, and luckily, I can provide both.” 
Datum 11, Page 241, Line 16 
“Her as well. I point to Farley. Julian nods and directs the healer over 
to her. With an audible pop, her shoulder snaps back into place.” 
Datum 12, Page 242, Line 9 
“ this is not our end, Mare.” 
Datum 13, Page 246, Line 20 
“But that’s the price I must pay. Freeing Kilorn and the others means 
losing my last few day in the valley, and it’s a trade I’m happy to make.” 
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a. Small H Heroism 
Datum 1, Page 179, Line 21 
“ My eyes squeeze shut, letting my heartache take over. I’ve 
been protecting Kilorn every since his mother left, since he almost 
starved to death in my doorway.” 
Datum 2, Page 274, Line 5 
“ I reach down a hand to help Maven. He scrambles up into 
the darkness and tries to get his bearings.” 
A. Reason of Heroism 
There are numerous reasons that the writer found in the novel: 
- Mare Barrow wanted to save her friend, Kilorn, who was going to 
send to the war. 
- After Mare Barrow got caught having power like the Silvers have, she 
was forced to change her status to be a Silver. Otherwise, she would 
lose her family and friends. 
- Mare Barrow wanted to fight against the Silvers for the ones before, 
and to save the ones yet to come. 
- Mare Barrow also wanted to strive for justice for her people. 
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B. Discussions 
In this section, the writer discusses the findings in depth to answer the 
problem formulation stated in Chapter I. The first part is related to the 
types of kinds of heroism and the second part is about the  reason of 
heroism. 
1. Kinds of Heroism 
a. Big H heroism 
Big H heroism involves significant risk, which could include 
death, injury, imprisonment, or other serious or significant 
consequences. In this novel, the writer found Big H heroism of risk 
that had been gotten by main character .  
Based on Datum 1, 
Mare Barrow took off to the castle to steal valuables from the 
silvers with the purpose to save her friend Kilorn from going to war. This 
action could be categorized in Big Heroism theory since she would put 
herself in danger for her friend. Mare could have been captured if she was 
caught by the silvers since she was stealing from them. 
   
Based on Datum 2, 
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Mare Barrow was willing her status to be changed from Red to Silver 
for the sake of her family. Because if she did not do it, her family could 
have been killed. 
Based on Datum 3, 
Mare Barrow used her status she just gained to get her brothers 
returned to home and to save Kilorn from going to war. The relation 
between this datum and Big Heroism theory is that Mare saved her 
borthers and and her friends from death that could have befallen them in 
the war field 
Based on Datum 4, 
Mare Bairrow used as shield to solve a rebellion.  It means that Mare 
was victimized to fight the Red not to being rebel to the silver. It explains 
that Mare did a Big Heroism which is willing to sacrifice herself for the 
Silver 
Based on Datum 5, 
Similar with datum 4 that Mare  Barrow used by royal people to stop 
rebellion of the Red and it includes in Big Heroism 
 Based on Datum 6,  
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Mare Barrow considered as a change of Red girl who had a power like 
the Silver. She also can help her people to get justice. Behavior like that is 
also classified as Big Heroism 
 
Based on Datum 7, 
This datum explains that the rebellion not only take revenge but also 
for people who had gone and more to come. Mare sacrificing her life in 
order to get justice to her side. 
Based on Datum 8, 
Mare Barrow had made her decissions to save Kilorn. She sacraficed 
herself  for her friend, this action is catogorized as Big Heroism 
considering how big the risk she took for her action. 
Based on Datum 9, 
Mare Barrow fought against Ptolemus when he wanted to hurt her 
firned Kilorn. 
Based on Datum 10, 
Mare Barrow asked Julian for help to arrange a plan to free her friends 
that had been captured in the prison. 
Based on Datum 11, 
Mare asked Julian to heal his companion Farley, it includes in Big 
Heroism. 
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Based on Datum 12, 
In this datum to explain that the Red clan struggles haven't been 
ending which means there will be a subsequent rebellion and Mare 
would sacrifice his life for the rebellion. it includes in Big Heroism 
 
 Based on Datum 13, 
This datum to explain that Mare Barrow sacrificed himself for 
the sake of saving his companion Kilorn and others. here clearly 
illustrate that action Mare include Big Heroism. 
 
a. Small H Heroism 
Small h heroism on the other hand, is everyday heroism, helping 
others, doing good, showing kindness, etc. Where serious harm or major 
consequences are not usually a result. 
Small h heroism has much lower risk or perhaps almost no risk at all 
(e.g., helping loved ones or friends in major dedicated ways year after yer, 
standing up to someone bullying your friend or even yourself, donating time 
and resources to others, altruism and generosity, everyday acts of generosity 
and helping). (Farley,  2012:1) 
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Based on Datum 1,  
In this datum explained that the Mare at the time kilorn help 
kilorn hunger and left his mother. small aid given to Kilorn these 
include the Mare criteria Small Heroism 
Based on Datum 2, 
  Mare help Maven to ascendng with the way she put her hand. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter provides of conclusion and suggestions. After analyzing heroism 
in Red Queen novel, the writer gives some conclusioin and suggestions to the readers. 
A. Conclusion 
After analyzing the data, the writer concluded the result of the research, 
they are : 
1. The kinds of heroism in the main character’s Red Queen novel : 
a. The main character had done Big heroism and Small 
heroism 
b. The main character got some risk which include most 
wanted, imprisonment, and death 
c. The main character in Small heroism which was helping 
the other, doing good deed, and showing kindness 
 
2. There are four the reason of heroism, they are : 
a. Wanted to save her friend 
b. Wanted to save her family 
c. Wanted to save the ones yet to come 
d. Wanted to strive for justice for her people 
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A. Suggestions 
Based on the conclusions above, the writer suggested to: 
1. The writer suggested for the next reseacher who will make the 
similar research about comparative literature can use the others 
topics to be compared. 
2. The writer recomended that the readers can analyse the other 
types of literary work also to be compared and related to the 
others aspects. For example, comparing novel which based on 
the nocel and find different aspect of them. 
3. The writer hped that through this thesis, the reader can know 
kinds of heroism and the reason of heroism in social life like 
shown in literary work such as novel, movie, drama, etc. 
4. Finally the writer suggested for the students of English and 
Literature Department want to analyze the other aspects of 
heroism so the other can know special aspects of heroism what 
represented in literary work. 
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